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Opening access to
the NADA protocol
is becoming a
legislative trend
with Vermont and Colorado
paving the new path

The newly revised regulations stipulate five requirements
for someone to be able to practice “auriculotherapy” in
Vermont: training in clean needle technique; using sterile, single-use needles; not claiming to treat any disease
or disorder; not claiming to be an acupuncturist; and not
implying any level of regulation of the practice of auriculotherapy by the state of Vermont.

The NADA community can easily get behind each of
these stipulations as they are all part of the ethics pledge
an acudetox specialist (ADS) signs. Even in this dereguwenty-four states have statutes on the practice of lated language, the Spirit of NADA persists, noting that
the NADA protocol by a diversity of workers. On trained providers are “not claiming to treat any disease or
July 1, 2019, Vermont became the first to deregulate the disorder.” Instead they serve to complement a network
practice of the protocol entirely. One year later, the state
Continues on p. 3
of Colorado followed suit,
as part of changes made
during the sunset review of
the Mental Health Practice
Act.

T

These changes point to
a growing trend of the
NADA protocol becoming
more available and accessible in clinical and community spaces, and to state
governments having a less
fearful approach to NADA
providers serving their
communities.
In a letter sent out to all
Vermont NADA providers,
the state’s Office of Professional Regulation (OPR) Artwork from an in-person and virtual exhibit organized by Your Art Your Story a nonnotified them that their cer- profit founded by suicide loss survivors – “letting art find the way through trauma” ustifications were becoming
ing painting, drawing, ceramics, collage and community art projects. Starts on page 7.
inactive on July 1, 2019.
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Herbal Sleepmix Detox Tea
Prepared in collaboration with Michael O. Smith, MD, DAc
and manufactured in strict accord with his formulas.

A comprehensive range of
Drug & Detox Products

We produce the teabags in small quantities to assure freshness.

from one source.

PRE-PACKAGED

Five teabags per polybag with label
$136.00 per case of 200 packages.

Acupuncture
AcupunctureNeedles
Needles

Ear Seeds & Pellets
Carbo Ear Seeds
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$72.00 per case of 1000 loose teabags
$25.00 per case of 300 loose teabags
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LOOSE Teabags

$15.95
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www.sleepmix.com
Nutracontrol
Box 1199 Old Chelsea Station, NY, NY 10011

Magnetic Ear Pellets

$5.00

Box of 100

Sakamura Ion Pellets

4.50

from $1

Packs of 300 – Silver or Gold

Auricular Magnetic Pellets $5.25
Box of 100

You will love ...
... our competitive

to order: sleepmixorder@gmail.com

$4.50

Box of 100
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pricing
Aculine ACD Series

... our service

$21.50

... our online offers
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Detox Needles – box of 500

Aculux AU5 Series

$ 4.50

$15.95

Classic Cluster Pack – box of 500

FREE NEEDLE SAMPLES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

For further information visit www.acureausa.com or call 408-440-1855
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NADA’s Mission
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The National Acupuncture Detoxification Association NADA), a notfor-profit training and advocacy organization, encourages community
wellness through the use of a standardized auricular acupuncture protocol
for behavioral health, including addictions, mental health, and disaster and
emotional trauma. We work to improve access and effectiveness of care
through promoting policies and practices which integrate NADA-style
treatment with other Western behavioral health modalities.
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Contact

NADA, PO Box 1066, Laramie, WY 82073
Phone: (888) 765-NADA
Office email: NADAoffice@acudetox.com
Membership questions: membership@acudetox.com
President Ken “Khensu” Carter, kocarter4@gmail.com

About Guidepoints
News From NADA is published four times per year for members.
Annual dues of $70 (U.S. funds) includes subscription and other
benefits. Publication contents may be reproduced without permission
(please give credit).
Editor: Sara Bursac
Contributing editor: Jo Ann Lenney
Layout Editor: AnneMarie Ladlad
ISSN# 1070-8200

Article Submission Schedule: Rolling.
Member advertising for all 4 issues (discounted rates):
Business card size: $120
1/4 page: $200
1/2 page: $500
Full page: $900
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state is in the business
“ The
of regulating marketplace

activities, and this is a
community-level practice.
Very few people derive
primary income from ear
acupuncture. It exists on the
level of popular folk therapy
and peer assistance.”

of other providers and services that may be more directly
engaged in actual treatment of a disease or disorder, if
one has been clinically identified.

prisons. Their vision will now be greatly supported by
new legislation passed in Colorado this past summer.
Hurst closely followed the sunset review of the Mental
Health Practice Act – a 10-year review of professions
that are governed by the Department of Regulatory
Agencies. When she learned that the structure for certifying addiction counselors had changed, and that registered
psychotherapists would no longer be a regulated profession in the state, red flags went up for how the practice of
NADA might be affected. “Thankfully I was able to step
into the process,” said Hurst. She suggested amendments
to the existing ADS bill that not only preserved the practice of NADA in the state, but greatly expanded it.
Now, rather than any one single profession being listed as
being able to be trained in NADA, the bill states that with
proper training, a “professional” can practice the NADA
protocol. What constitutes a professional? Someone who
has taken the NADA training. Hurst made the case to
state legislators that completing the training, and being
part of the NADA community of providers, gives sufficient regulatory oversight. They agreed and exempted
the bill from the Mental Health Care Act entirely. Hurst
explains, “NADA has been in the state for eight years.
People know about it and know how it’s being used.”

We often refer to getting a NADA “treatment,” but
this should not be confused with using the protocol to
“treat” a medical condition. As Dr. Michael Smith wrote
in NADA Changes the Dominant Paradigm, the protocol
“helps problems outside of diagnostic boundaries, such
as shame, grief and family violence,” and “successful pro- Both Colorado and Vermont can thank their progressive
grams reach adolescents, gang members, prisoners, refu- grandmother, Michigan. In Michigan anyone could be
gees, victimized communities, and trauma survivors.”
trained as a NADA provider as long as their practice folGabe Gilman, general counsel for the Vermont OPR, lowed the scope guidelines set out in a state funding poliwas interviewed for the Winter 2019 issue of Counter- cy – this had provided governance of ADSes for 25 years.
point where he shared: “The state is in the business of
regulating marketplace activities, and this is a community-level practice. Very few people derive primary income
from ear acupuncture. It exists on the level of popular
folk therapy and peer assistance.”
Colorado’s network of community re-entry programs is a
shining example of Gilman’s observation. Terri Hurst, an
ADS and policy coordinator for the Colorado Criminal
Justice Reform Coalition, described the NADA protocol
as a bridge – for clients in re-entry programs such as halfway houses, and for the support staff that work in those
programs, many of whom are NADA-trained. For both
the clients and the support staff, the protocol facilitates a
way to connect, build trust, and offer and receive support
during the vulnerable moments of reintegrating back into
the community.

In 2019, Michigan’s acupuncturists succeeded in becoming a licensed, rather than simply a registered, profession.
Along with that change came a formal inclusion of language in their practice act to expand the scope of the
NADA protocol to include prevention of substance use
disorder. Although Michigan ADSes are not required to
file for any state registration, if a complaint is filed against
them as a NADA provider, they would be accountable to
the Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory
Affairs.

In a letter of support submitted for the Michigan acupuncture practice act, Marilyn Miller, retired State Opioid
Treatment Authority, wrote, “To date [September, 2018],
over 800 Acupuncture Detoxification Specialists have
been trained. There have been no negative incidents reported.” In the closing remarks of her letter, Miller urged
According to Hurst, re-entry providers are having discus- the legislative community: “In this era with the alcohol
sions about bringing the NADA protocol into the state and other drugs of abuse such as opioids and the escalating awareness of post-traumatic stress syndromes, it is
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imperative that this technique been not only allowed but Retired Judge Chuck Pyle, Arizona NADA advocate and
frequent contributor to Guidepoints, tells us that “with
fostered.”
trauma included as part of the scope, an acudetox pracIn the last two years, West Virginia and Maine made histitioner could provide hundreds of treatments each year,
tory in their states by adding the number of healthcare
if not more, at low cost and in conjunction with other
professions eligible to increase access to the NADA protherapies. Not only does this avoid the bottleneck of
tocol. Although the list of providers is quite broad in
physician availability, it means members of the commuboth states, it still excludes many from being able to help
nity are putting healing hands on other members of the
with NADA. Peer support specialists had been recomcommunity.” 
mended in both states, but were not included in the final
versions of the bills.
This year, massage therapists may petition the West Virginia legislature so they, too, can be added to the list, says
Barbara Weaner, a nurse and NADA advocate in West
Virginia. “Colorado’s solution is elegant and can save
money,” reflected Weaner. By broadening eligibility to
anyone who takes the NADA training, a state can avoid
the costs associated with entertaining repeated amendments to its statutory language.

RECOGNIZED AS
2019-20 ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR
BY

Legislators in Arizona will be introducing a bill in 2021 to
include trauma as part of an ADS’s scope, and to remove
the restriction of state-funded and board-approved programs as the only places where the protocol can be practiced. Although not a full-scale deregulation, we applaud
this forward-thinking change.
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Remembering Dr. Ajándok Eőry
By Emese Eőry

I

had never thought that my father would go so soon
after his teacher and friend, Dr. Michael Smith, to the
Heavenly Home. We last participated in the NADA conference in Denmark in 2018, and we were planning to
travel to London in 2020.
My father thought of Dr. Smith and the way he spread
acupuncture everywhere selflessly with such great love
and affection. He called him “Doctor Bird” in memory
of his philanthropic mission of spreading the NADA ear
acupuncture all over the world.

I have childhood memories of my father inviting Dr.
Smith to our home in Hungary in the 1980s. Then, in
1985 they started the first NADA ear acupuncture training course in Nagyfa – in a prison-like alcohol treatment
center with my father’s biophysicist team. At the first
Hungarian NADA conference in 1986, Dr. Banga, the
head of the Great Wall Institute, gave a report on the
benefits of the NADA protocol for alcoholics. Numerous conferences organized by my father followed, and, in
1998, the ear acupuncture addictology became part of official alternative medicine that can be learned and applied
without a medical degree.
My father was a biologist, a mathematician and a medical
doctor, and, following Dr. Smith’s example, his purpose
was always to have ear acupuncture widely spread and
applied with therapists without a medical degree. He visited Dr. Smith at Lincoln Hospital so he could study the
application of ear acupuncture in the South Bronx environment.
Besides his presentations, teachings and spreading the
acupuncture treatments, he made a point of introducing
and practicing NADA ear acupuncture in Hungary. He
stood up for non-medical practitioners in the case of this
easy, effective and wonderful method.
At the latest conference in Denmark, which was the first
one where Dr. Smith was not present physically, my father received a metaphoric and expressive gift from our
friend, Jo Ann Lenney: an elephant and cart pulling logs.
It was symbolic of my father’s life: he pulled, led others
SUMMER 2020 ISSUE

to the Light and health, to the active life without a stop or
rest, until the power of the heart can nurture it. It is what
he left behind to those who love him: pull and help those
who are hungry for love and health.
Now we have said farewell to him in his physical manifestation, but his memory, guidelines, spiritual guidance
– and his disciples – stay with us and live on. We pursue
the work he started and keep his medical heritage alive.
He and Dr. Smith lead, support and help us on our path.
God bless all of our NADA acupuncture fellows, friends
from all over the world, and may Heaven help your work
wherever you are.

Ajándok Had a Worldwide Impact

A

jándok Eőry’s daughter, Ajándék, wrote to us last
July to say, “I am sadly letting you know that my beloved father passed away yesterday after a serious heart
attack. We all miss him very much.” His daughter, Emese,
added, “Our hearts save him for all the time. He will be
our Protector in Heaven. He is now an eternal guardian
Angel in our life. We miss him so much!”
GUIDEPOINTS NEWS FROM NADA
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Ajándok founded the first NADA organization in Europe, and it continues to serve not only the most vulnerable segments of the population, but anyone else who
requests treatment.

the health of Hungarian people in the Carpathian Basin;
for his outstanding educational work in the Alternative
Medicine Academy in Veszprém; and for his excellent
professional work through the decades.

When speaking about Ajándok, Mike Smith said: “Sven
[from Sweden] and Ajándok were my original home of
NADA Europe. Ajándok was a physicist who came into
official healthcare as a doctor in his 50s. He was wonderfully creative and not at all linked to clinical foibles. When
he finally learned what healthcare as a daily job was about,
his reaction was bemusement. He worked mainly for the
homeless in street clinic outreach – not in step with other
doctors.”

He also received awards in recognition of his professional and personal life and work, and for supporting people
living on society’s peripheries. Then in July of 2014, 30
years after the founding of “the first prison-program of
the NADA protocol in the world in Nagyfa, Hungary, as
Mike used to remember it,” Ajándok received an award
from the Minister of Human Resources for his commitment to healing suffering caused by alcoholism and drug
addiction using ear acupuncture.

His contribution to Hungarian society with the NADA
protocol is immeasurable. He went on to express his willingness to support neighboring countries in setting up
their own NADA services. Recently, in Croatia, he came
to a full training with members of his family and shared
about NADA in Hungary. He observed and supported
the Croatian training process, and donated needles to
keep the work growing. His death sent a wave of shock
among the NADA Croatian providers, and many shared
their condolences for his family.

Ajándok’s name signifies the Saint Peter’s Umbrella program which offers a solution for desperate mothers-to-be
in emergencies with safe and anonymous places to leave
their babies. This demonstrates in part why Dr. Smith
treasured him as a friend and talked about him as being
a truly humble person – working for those most in need
of care.

But NADA wasn’t Ajándok’s only success story. True to
Mike’s description of him being “wonderfully creative,”
Ajándok earned degrees as a biologist in 1969 and a mathematician in 1974 at Eötvös Loránd University, a public
research university that is one of the largest and most
prestigious higher education institutions in Hungary. He
received his degree as a medical doctor in 1996 and as a
general practitioner in 2002 at Semmelweis University, a
research-led medical school, one of the leading universities of medicine and health sciences in Hungary and the
Central European region.
Ajándok practised traditional Chinese medicine for more
than 50 years, and he had a valuable role in nurturing
and upgrading Chinese-Hungarian relations in the area
of medicine and therapies. One of the most significant
results was that, in 2016, the Human Resources Ministry signed a letter of intent on establishing a Central and
Eastern European Educational and Research Centre for
Traditional Chinese Medicine with the Chinese Vice Minister of National Health and Family Planning.
Over the years, he has received too many awards to mention here. Some were for his exceptional contribution to
SUMMER 2020 ISSUE

Brian McKenna, who worked in Hungary in the 1990s,
told us that Ajándok was “a bright and imaginative intellect in a place and time where tyranny and poverty had
severely oppressed the human spirit. His abiding interest
in the possibilities of human healing contributed significantly to the recognition and usage of acupuncture and
the work of NADA throughout Europe.”
Rachel Peckham, NADA GB, remembers Ajándok as one
of the first NADA trainers alongside Dr. Michael Smith.
She noted that “he had such a passion for NADA and
for life” – and added “how lovely it was that his family
always joined him when he attended NADA conferences.
He will be greatly missed.”
His daughters, Emese and Ajándék, are trying to continue their father’s work though this is now a difficult time
for them. They are offering the NADA protocol regularly
in their acupuncture clinics – charging very little, about
$1.50, or “for free in case of need.” And they use it with
their colleagues as a charitable treatment. This is unique
in Hungary.
His family told us that “Ajándok was a gift of God for all
of us – he will be greatly missed by his widow, Zsuzsanna,
his six children, eleven grandchildren, and by all of those
who were his friends, patients and pupils.” 
GUIDEPOINTS NEWS FROM NADA
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Your Art,
Your Story
Healing From Suicide Loss Through Art
and Community
By Kristel Nielsen

M

any suicide loss survivors have post-traumatic
stress disorder and disenfranchised grief, and it
is difficult for them to find help. It is especially difficult
to find help for child survivors of suicide. For me, the
co-founder of Your Art Your Story (YAYS), suicide is
very personal. I have lost three family members to suicide, including my father and my son, Story.

After my son’s death, I wanted to do something to support families affected by suicide. I found research showing that creativity helps reduce stress, and I consulted
with other organizations that successfully used creative
expression to help people cope with trauma in non-clinical settings – including suicide loss survivors, veterans,
foster kids and incarcerated youth. My research led me
to start an organization called Your Art Your Story. Our
organization supports suicide loss survivors and attempt
survivors through art and community.

One participant said the
program is her lifeline and
brought her out of a very
dark place.
In 2017, I received seed funding
from Arizona State University
and then approached the Arizona Artists Guild about partnering to develop an art program
– one that blended the benefits
of support groups with creative
expression to help people who
had experienced trauma to feel
supported and not alone.
Another thing that makes YAYS
programming different from
traditional support groups is
that it addresses intergenerational trauma caused by suicide and mental health issues,
by serving generations – from
grandparents to grandchildren.
Every month is a different project, so participants can experience different mediums and
processes. Some of the projects
have been bookmaking, watercolor painting, acrylic paint
pour and memory boxes.

“I don’t want to be here without you Grief Doodles” by Kristel Nielsen
SUMMER 2020 ISSUE

Our greatest success is hearing from people helped by the
art program. We love hearing
how it has impacted their lives.
GUIDEPOINTS NEWS FROM NADA
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“Grief Doodles Things that Helped” by Kristel Nielsen

Visitors of the exhibit, UNSPOKEN: survivor stories

“Fragile” by Karen Nielsen
SUMMER 2020 ISSUE
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One participant said the
program is her lifeline
and brought her out of
a very dark place. The
art programs help people
get relief from stress and
a distraction from pain,
and it gives them an opportunity to make new
friends. Also, they can
create something beautiful and feel a sense of accomplishment – they can
take something home and
say, “I made this and it is
beautiful.”
In recent months, like everything else responding
to cultural shifts during
the COVID-19 pandemic, the group now meets
online. The results have
been extraordinary, with
participants joining from
across the country. The
group continues to meet
regularly and is open to
anyone who has been impacted by suicide, including loss survivors, attempt
survivors, their supportive friends and family, and
people who work or volunteer with survivors. We
also send free art supplies
to anyone who wants to
participate but does not
have access to supplies.
(You can find out more
and register for upcoming
classes on our website: www.yourartyourstory.org/yaysevents).
September was national suicide prevention awareness
month and our contribution to the national conversation
was UNSPOKEN: Survivor Stories, a group exhibition
of work by artists affected by suicide. Our goal was to
promote a greater understanding of the survivor experience and to emphasize hope and growth – and to celeSUMMER 2020 ISSUE

“Parantua” by Sarah Tully

brate the strength of survivors.
But, we also wanted to raise awareness about the needs
of survivors and to reach more people who may need
resources for themselves or loved ones The exhibition
was at a gallery and, as a sign of the times, the exhibition
was also posted online. The gallery followed CDC guidelines and limited the number of people who could attend
in person. We had 75 people visit the gallery, and nearly
2,000 people visited the online exhibit.
GUIDEPOINTS NEWS FROM NADA
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(You can view the exhibition at: www.yourartyourstory. If you would like to inquire about making a donation,
org/virtualexhibtion). We hope to make this an annual please contact Kristel at info@yourartyourstory.org.
event, because art is such a powerful way to raise aware- https://www.yourartyourstory.org/donate 
ness about our experience as survivors.
I created a series of Grief Doodles for the exhibition,
and one of my doodles illustrates “Things that helped
me cope from suicide grief.” Acupuncture is on the
list! After my son died, I received several treatments at
Phoenix Community Acupuncture and these treatments
helped me to relax and visualize healing. In 2019, I was
introduced to NADA and started training in the NADA
protocol. Although I don’t yet practice the protocol in
a clinical setting, I use it on myself and really notice the
benefits. I believe the NADA protocol is a powerful tool
for bereavement support and would like to connect with
practitioners who have employed it – using needles and/
or seeds and magnetic beads – in grief support settings.

SAVE THE DATE
INTERNATIONAL MEETING 2021 - LONDON, ENGLAND
OCTOBER 9, 2021

Donate to NADA via

How to participate: Learn more here-www.yourartyourstory.org/yaysevents.
How to help: We are grateful to receive donations to
fund art kits for participants who do not have access to
basic art supplies at home. We are also grateful to receive
donations of artwork to auction in order to raise funds.

smile.amazon.com

Master’s* and doctoral degrees in acupuncture
and Chinese medicine
Massage therapy associate degrees and certificates
Holistic nursing certificate, holistic RN to BSN

NON-PHARMACEUTICAL
PAIN MANAGEMENT

Transitional doctorate and herb certification for
licensed acupuncturists
NEW! 100% Online
Health coaching master’s and certificate

CAREERS

Bachelor of science in public health education
& promotion
*only 60 college credits needed to enroll in the Master’s

866.276.0717 |

PacificCollege.edu

|

San Diego

New York

Chicago

Online

Pacific College is accredited by
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NADA’s First Virtual Conference
Southwest Style

O

n October 15, 2020, NADA held its first virtual
conference titled Innovations in Healing with
the NADA Protocol. The presentations featured the
Southwest region of the United States, and included
speakers from Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado.
Although regional in focus, this meeting, with over
160 registrants spanning from Bermuda to North Pole,
Alaska, had the most demographically and professionally
diverse attendance of any NADA meeting organized in
the past 10 years. For 70 percent of the registrants, this
was their first NADA conference.
Transitioning an in-person regional meeting to a virtual
space was a result of many months of planning and
coordinating by the Arizona workgroup. This collective
of NADA members was formed in the fall of 2018 in
order to expand access to the NADA protocol on tribal
lands in Arizona and across the state through legislative
change.
In collaboration with NADA staff, the workgroup
developed the program and layout for the online event,
which included small reflection groups after most panels
to create a feel of “being there.” These 5-minute spaces
ended up being one of the biggest hits of the meeting,
with people asking for more time to be together at our
next event.
One of the organizers
appreciated the online
space, because “it allowed
people to attend since
travel was not an issue.”
Even when we come to
a time when travel and
gathering may become
easier, we have learned
that the space for meeting
online is not going away
– it is a strategy that
builds access, one of
NADA’s principal values.
Ticket prices to attend
the Southwest meeting
SUMMER 2020 ISSUE

had two ranges: $10-$30 for anyone to join, or $30-$75
if you wanted to get continuing education credits for
participating. The meeting was approved by the Arizona
chapter of the National Association of Social Workers,
by the National Certificate Commission for Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine, and by Taylor College which
provides credit to nurses.
The strong meeting attendance, along with support from
Acurea who sponsored the meeting, gave NADA the
opportunity to make contributions to all the programs
represented by the speakers at the meeting. This included:
La Plazita Institute (Albuquerque, NM); The Haven
(Tucson, AZ); Crossroads Acupuncture (Las Cruces,
NM); Second Chance Center (Aurora, CO); and Stuck
Community Acupuncture (Flagstaff, AZ).
Natividad Cano, a counselor at The Haven serving women
in recovery, followed up after the meeting in regard to the
contribution of support from NADA: “It will be used
to purchase materials and supplies to continue providing
services to our residents. They love acudetox! And Gabie,
Misty and I love that we are able to do this.” We also
received a message from The Haven’s director of clinical
services, Frank Pallavicini: “Thank you so much for the
generous contribution toward our efforts to provide
acudetox to our clients. Nati, thank you so much for

INNOVATIONS IN HEALING WITH THE NADA PROTOCOL
OCT 15, 2020 | VIA ZOOM
FOLLOW-UP & RECAP
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the advocacy and leadership you provide within our
organization and within NADA as well.”
A special contribution was made to programs initiated
by the late Arlo Starr. Phyllis Spears, a member of the
Arizona workgroup, shared a beautiful remembrance
of his NADA work for tribal communities: “I was not
the original speaker for this presentation. It was Arlo
Starr. He just passed from this world about a month ago.
Hewas not only a trainer with me, he was a friend and
like a little brother. He was also a Cherokee citizen. He
worked in Native communities for many years, doing
acupuncture and acudetox, most recently in Acoma, the
pueblos and the Navajo Nation. He also worked with a
veterans’ group in the Northwest Pacific, to do canoe
journeys with the veterans to help with their healing. …
He was such a treasure.”

“I enjoyed this conference. While I didn’t
know many participants outside of my
co-workers, I feel a strong connection to other participants.”
“It was my first NADA meeting and I found
it to be motivating and inspirational. A very
empowered organization. Thank you!”

There have been many questions about when the next
meeting will be since we are not gathering in person this
spring for a national conference. We will keep the NADA
community posted, through emails and Guidepoints,
when we have dates identified for our next virtual
conference.
The recording of the Southwest Regional meeting (2 ½ hours in
total) is available in the Member Resources, under Conference
Presentations, and here you can see the complete layout of the
program, including some speakers’ PowerPoint presentations. 

Attendee Testimonials:
“This was the best meeting I’ve ever
attended.”
“I found the day to be refreshing, re-energizing, educational and very enjoyable. I loved
the format and the breakout groups. Great
speakers and topics – it was hard to pick
which speaker engaged me the most as there
were so many that were fantastic!”
“I appreciated the clear compassion and willingness of the presenters.”
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Diego Deponte (4 years old), puts a bead on his friend
after beads were placed on his own ears.
Photo courtesy of Sara Bursac.

“The skill that’s most important
is your attitude, your sense of responsibility and your own concern
for others.” - Michael Smith
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Service Awards for Courage
and Vision

A

t the Southwest regional meeting, we recognized a
group of recovery mentors at the Magilligan Prison
in Northern Ireland who have provided ear acupressure
to their fellow prisoners. Before the pandemic, they also
worked in the acupuncture clinic assisting
Trish Cathcart, who introduced the NADA
protocol into all the prisons in Northern
Ireland. We made a service award for each
mentor (Albert, Billy, Dessie, Eamon,
Paul, Ryan C and Ryan T) and for Trish,
recognizing their courage and vision.
Trish describes the situation at the prison
since the onset of the pandemic: “The
recovery mentors have not been permitted to leave their
blocks and do any work with us. They are very much just
trying to be a listening ear to others in their same blocks.
Mental health and coping are difficult for us all, so you
can imagine how difficult it is for these guys to be in a
ISSN 1070-8200

lockdown within a lockdown.
“Billy I haven’t seen since the start of lockdown as he is in
a house block for older prisoners who are being shielded
due to their age and the fact that many of them may
have underlying health problems. Eamon
was so delighted with his NADA award
that he wanted a copy to send home to
his mum, he was so proud. I laminated
the certificates for the mentors to help
keep the condition for them. Dessie is
now home so I have posted his out to his
home address – he is working and doing
well since being released.”
Of the mentors getting recognition for their work Trish
wrote: “This will be such a boost for the guys as mental
health and morale are pretty low, as no activities or family
visits are allowed. They will love it.” 
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